DMRC meets HOCR
October 23, 2016

Stan Boyer headed to Boston to take on the Charles River.

Stan and his crew of four arrived on Friday, October 21, 2016 and met his
rowing partner Simon Luden.

After receiving some rowing tips from Beth Noll, Coach at Community Rowing Inc.
(CRI),

Stan and his Mixed
Inclusion 2x partner,
Simon (member and
adaptive volunteer at CRI),
launched their WinTech
double shell (borrowed
from CRI), They spent
about two hours on the
water getting familiar with
each other as well as the
river and it’s many bends
and bridges. Stan sat in
stroke while Simon took
the bow seat. This gave
Stan some much-needed experience, which allowed him to confidently get ready for his
7:45 AM launch on Sunday.

That left Saturday, to relax and enjoy some historic sights and seafood
around Boston.
He and his crew
took a “Duck” ride
and learned much
about Boston and
the river.

They ate in some wonderful historic restaurants in town.

Of course the real reason Stan was in Boston was to row the 52nd Head of
the Charles Regatta (HOCR) where para-rowing has been part of the line-up
since 2010.

These are all the entrants in the 2016 Mixed Inclusion 2x, which means there are men and
women, able bodied and adaptive rowers, all rowing in boats that have two athletes.
There were 13 entrants and Stan & Simon rowed under bow number 11.
Stan was sitting next to Bennie Perez, who
will probably be in the 2020 ParaOlympics. In the far left chair is another
Para-Olympian. The gentleman in the far
right chair was competing in the HOCR
for the 7th time this year and is 74 years
old. Stan had some stiff competition.

They finished in 9th place with no penalties, which 40% of the field was not able to boast.
https://www.regattacentral.com/regatta/results2/eventResults.jsp?job_id=4699&event_id
=68

Stan and Simon did have one equipment malfunction,
which in fact was a great learning experience for Stan.
They started the race with two pontoons, lost one of
them, took the other off and Stan learned that he can
easily row in a double without pontoons even in rough
water. In the spring of 2017, he will be working on this
new challenge.

Here is Stan in the middle of the field. The para-rowers are starting their race while the
singles are making their way to the start line. This is just a small example of the 11,000
participants and what the river looked like for the two days of the Head of the Charles
Regatta.

Stan did a wonderful job and made DMRC proud. He is looking forward to
many competitive opportunities in the future.

Many thanks go to the people who made this opportunity possible:
USRowing and Deb Arenberg
Community Rowing Inc. and Beth Noll
Ann and Mark Baiada
Carol and Ric Jurgens along with Scheel’s Sporting Goods
Beth Welliver - http://photos.welliverphotography.com/For-Clients/Event-Galleries/Head-of-theCharles-Regatta/

Roz Boyer
And the many volunteers who supported Stan during this, his novice year of rowing.

